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“OFF-WHITE”
As a culturally conscious fashion label, “Off-
White” develops clothing that “intellectualizes the 
mundane.” DJ turned fashion designer, Virgil 
Abloh, combined his love of art and intellect to 
create the luxury streetwear label in 2012. The 
young brand embraces “the now in a sophisticated 
manner” by remaining closely connected to modern 
currents and utilizing the finest materials. By 
manufacturing everything in Milan and by using 
quality materials and techniques, “Off-White” 
maintains this image of excellence as each new 
collection fluctuates with the current culture. 



TARGET MARKET - Young adults seeking relevant 
clothing that exudes authenticity 
and sophistication.

- They are in tune with the current 
trends, but are also willing to 
express their individuality through 
their clothing choices. 

- “Off-White” attracts confident 
humans who are not afraid of 
intellect, wearable art, or any 
combination of the two. 

- Consumers will most likely live in 
metropolitan areas and have the 
necessary income to purchase 
such luxury goods.



MOOD 
BOARD



COLOR PALETTE

“Bright  White”“Crosswalk”

“Special  Pink”   “Dusty  Denim”

“Blackout”

“Blue  Suede”  



TREND BOARD

Calvin  Klein
Pre-Spring  2018  RTW

London  Fashion  Week  
Street  Style  2018

Chanel
SS  2018  RTW

Burberry
AW  2017  RTW

PVC/Vinyl Street  Style Americana  Top Sheer  with  Knit



FOUR DESIGNS



GRESHAM
Jacket:
-Bull Denim; Natural, 100% Cotton
-1 Large Brown Button
-Estimated Price: $1,500 

Blouse:
-Jersey Knit; Optic White, 100% Cotton
-Estimated Price: $450 

Pant:
-Rayon Linen Blend; Fuschia, 55% 
Linen/45% Rayon 
-Yellow Vinyl Waistband and Pockets
-Estimated Price: $530



ELLIS
Jacket:
-Dense Denim; Indigo, 100% Cotton
-Elastic Belt
-1 Extra Long Dark Blue Zipper
-Estimated Price: $1,300

Blouse:
-Jersey Knit; Optic White, 100% Cotton
-Estimated Price: $330

Pant:
-40 Gauge Vinyl; Clear, 100% Vinyl
-Estimated Price: $650 



HAYDEN
Jacket:
-40 Gauge Vinyl; Clear, 100% Vinyl
-Red/Pink Cording
-Hook and Eyes
-Estimated Price: $1,900

Blouse:
-Jersey Knit; Optic White, 100% Cotton
-Estimated Price: $490

Pant:
-Denim; Washed Bleach Indigo, 100% 
Cotton
-1 Zipper
-Estimated Price: $870



MILA
Jacket:
-Dupioni Silk Fabric; Black and White, 100% 
Silk
-Large Black, Fuschia, and Yellow Buttons
-Estimated Price: $1,700

Blouse:
-Jersey Knit; Optic White, 100% Cotton
-Estimated Price: $445 

Pant:
-Denim; Washed Bleach Indigo, 100% Cotton
-1 Zipper
-1 Button
-Estimated Price: $707



PARAGRAPH & REFLECTIONS
Merging a designer’s personal style with the distinct image of a brand or label is not always easy. Designers 

are responsible for retaining their own artistic identities while they create within the values and ideals of the 
company. In my collection for “Off-White,” I combined my love for originality and creativity with the streetwear 
sophistication of the brand.

“Off-White” is a luxury streetwear label, created by DJ turned designer, Virgil Abloh. His desire to 
intertwine intellect and art with streetwear adds a level of complexity and value to his individualistic clothing. Each 
collection fluctuates with the cultural current, but the label’s signature stripes and quality materials keep the products 
consistent and the brand image strong. As a designer, I am attracted to the confidence in Abloh’s designs. Every 
piece in his collections plays a part in the movement to redefine streetwear. My goal was to create a collection that 
would continue to fearlessly break the stereotypes of fashion by adding depth and interest to the designs. I am 
fascinated by the juxtaposition of colors, textures, and styles. By utilizing new materials and historic silhouettes, I 
strove to make innovation nostalgic. I am attracted to original pieces that are trend conscious but not overly saturated 
in the market. My eye is naturally drawn to energetic colors and excellent materials. These are qualities that I found 
important to the aesthetic of “Off-White,” in addition to my personal style. 


